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Abstract

This paper describes a software assessment method
that is being implemented to quantitatively assess in�
formation system security and survivability� Our ap�
proach � which we call Adaptive Vulnerability Analysis
� exercises software �in source�code form� by simulat�
ing incoming malicious and non�malicious attacks that
fall under various threat classes� A quantitative met�
ric is computed by determining whether the simulated
threats undermine the security of the system as de�ned
by the user according to the application program� This
approach stands in contrast to common security assur�
ance methods that rely on black�box techniques for test�
ing completely�installed systems� AVA does not provide
an absolute metric� such as mean�time�to�failure� but
instead provides a relative metric� allowing a user to
compare the security of di�erent versions of the same
system� or to compare non�related systems with similar
functionality�

� Introduction

The original computer security defense strategy�
circa ����� was appropriately termed �penetrate and
patch�� At that time� defense was entirely reactive �
something that happened only after an attack was de	
tected and some damage had already been in
icted�
Penetrate and patch was followed by a series of more
advanced defensive techniques �e�g�� real	time intru	
sion detection and auditing tools�� Unfortunately� a
recent proliferation of sophisticated threats has caused
defensive security schemes to come full circle� back to
where they began twenty	some years ago� Penetrate
and patch has once again become the status quo�

This work applies technologies originally developed
for software engineering �specically� for software test	

ing and software assessment� to perform software se	
curity assessment� Related work includes ��� ��� ���
though the fault	injection�based approach taken here
is novel� The premise underlying this work is that tools
used in software certication�assurance disciplines are
ripe for application to the computer security domain
as well�

Problems in information security are more dif	
cult to understand than those of other certica	
tion�assurance disciplines such as software safety or
failure tolerance� The fact that a security threat is ma�
licious adds subtleties and challenges that are di�erent
from those usually encountered in software quality as	
surance� For example� it is obvious that an �unsafe�
event has occurred after an aviation disaster� but se	
curity intrusions are far less observable� and are often
virtually undetectable� In a recent keynote address at
the Eleventh Annual Computer Security Applications
Conference �ACSAC���� held in New Orleans� LA �����
Paul Strassman stated that only between � in ��� and
� in ����� attacks are detected� Because security viola	
tions are so hard to detect� there is a shortage of good
data about them�

The detection of malicious threats is one complica	
tion� The nature of those threats is another� Unlike
real military intrusions� software intrusions are �vir	
tual�� Counterintuitive though it may seem� an un	
successful software o�ensive almost always strengthens
the attacker �by way of gained knowledge�� and does
not strengthen the site attacked �by way of weaken	
ing the attacker�� In traditional military intrusions� an
unsuccessful o�ensive usually weakens the attacker at
least as much as the site attacked� Furthermore� in
traditional war strategies� the potential for retaliation
provides an important deterrent to attack� On the in	
formation battleeld� however� the fear of retaliation
is minimal at most� and does not a�ect the balance of
power� Most information security techniques used to	



day are either based on the outdated tactics of twenty
years ago� or are based on tactics that apply only to
conventional warfare� not to information warfare� As
a result of these shortcomings� the information infras	
tructure is left weakened and ill	prepared for defense�

This paper describes a new quantitative �though rel	
ative� measure for computer security� We seek to mea	
sure a program�s security weaknesses in terms of both
known threats and unknown threats that may occur
in the future� Security defenses can be more sharply
honed and security strategies more objectively com	
pared and contrasted if the vulnerabilities of a system
can be scientically measured� Our aim in this work is
to develop such a measure�

Throughout this paper� we dene a security attack
as a dynamic event that occurs during the execution
of a piece of software� An attack is made possible by
a combination of two things� Firstly� weaknesses �or
defects� must exist in the system under attack� Sec	
ondly� some particular sequence of weakness	exploiting
input signals to the system is required� An attack is
a particular event at a particular time� Like an at	
tack� a vulnerability comprises two parts� a potential
defect or weakness in an information system together
with the knowledge required to exploit the defect� An
attack is an active attempt to exploit a system vulnera	
bility� A threat is an agent outside of a software system
that works to exploit a vulnerability through one or
more attacks ������ For an attack to be successful� the
sequence of input signals used to exploit a weakness
often must be carefully timed� It is often the case that
both a particular sequence of inputs as well as the tim	
ing of the inputs are critical features� To thwart an
attack� a system can attempt any combination of three
strategies� �� compensate for its weakness with moni	
tors or wrappers� �� detect and de
ect malicious input�
and �� disrupt the timing of an attack� When devising
such strategies� it clearly pays to know as much about
security vulnerabilities as possible�

This paper details our adaption of a software failure
tolerance metric to security measurement� The aim
of this paper is to provide the theory that underlies
our new security assessment methodology which we
shall call Adaptive Vulnerability Analysis �AVA� and
to present a high	level prototype design for a vulner	
ability assessment prototype tool� AVA is intended to
provide a relative measure of software security� Though
AVA may fail to account for especially clever intruders
who create new malicious threats from scratch� it will
certainly be capable of simulating many important pre�

�Note that �outside the software system� does not imply

that the agent is necessarily outside of the organization being

attacked�

vious security threats and �with some luck� will also be
able to detect some unknown vulnerabilities� Our ap	
proach will allow information system vendors to know
a priori whether their systems are secure against a pre	
dened set of threats� T � ft�� t�� ����tng� where T in	
cludes recurrent threats that are commonly encoun	
tered� T will be open	ended in the sense that when
novel intrusion schemes do surface and are analyzed�
T can be augmented so that they are included dur	
ing security assessment� Since the evaluated metrics
will vary with di�erent sets T � we label the method
�adaptive�� We attempt to simulate novel threats as
well as known threats during the application of AVA�
The success we will achieve through the injection of
novel threats is less certain than the success we antic	
ipate we will achieve in uncovering known vulnerabili	
ties� However� the knowledge to be gained through the
discovery of even one vulnerability using fault injection
techniques is potentially signicant�

� The state of security assessment

As we stated in the Introduction� the current state	
of	the	art in security assessment amounts to a �pen	
etrate and patch� approach� Usual security	defense
methods involve testing a site by applying common se	
curity attacks against it and determining if such attacks
are successful� �This has come to be known as a tiger�
team penetration approach to security�� If the result of
any attack is an intrusion� then an appropriate patch
for the software is devised and applied to the vulnerable
site� Such patches may prevent further exploitation of
a particular known vulnerability� but they provide no
assurance that other vulnerabilities in software will not
be exploited in the future� Furthermore� the patches
are usually applied only to one site� leaving other sites
open to the same attack until they� too� are patched�

Computer Emergency Response Teams �or CERTs�
have been set up to try to coordinate the patching
of multiple sites throughout the Internet� Each time
a vulnerability is discovered and a patch is devised�
CERT broadcasts this information publicly throughout
the Net� The assumption is that patches will be applied
large	scale throughout the Net� Unfortunately� many
sites choose to ignore CERT Alerts until they have been
successfully attacked� �This is a result of the common
�don�t x it if it ain�t broke� phenomenon that is per	
vasive in Computer Science disciplines�� Often� sites
that have been invaded patch only the security hole
that allowed the attack to succeed� leaving themselves
open to other attacks�

Empirical vulnerability methods generally center



around dynamic software testing that takes place after
a system has been installed� One such method �brie
y
alluded to above� is tiger team penetration testing� In
tiger	team testing� a group of experts in the design and
weaknesses of operating systems attempts to break into
an installed system� Tiger team penetration testing is
aimed more at uncovering the presence of anomalies
than at showing the absence of anomalies� Thus it
could be argued that this form of testing is actually a
specialized form of stress testing� One major disadvan	
tage of tiger team penetration testing is that deciding
exactly what the results of this testing mean is a highly
subjective undertaking� Tiger teams all have di�er	
ent strengths and weaknesses� and often use dissimi	
lar approaches� In other words� there is no standard
in place for tiger teams�� Furthermore� vulnerabilities
that actually exist in a system may not be discovered
since they are so novel that they are nearly impossi	
ble to detect through standard penetration techniques�
Tiger team testing is the traditional procedure that is
used to demonstrate resistance to intrusion� However
quantifying security via tiger team penetration testing
is far from statistically re	demonstratable� since there
are many factors in a manual process that may not
be reproducible at a later time� In addition� as we
mentioned above� tiger teams vary in their levels of
expertise and their approaches� Another disadvantage
of tiger team testing is that it is often di�cult to put
together a tiger team�
The Orange Book and similar evaluation schemes

provide a rough measure of trusted computing base
�TCB� security� Unfortunately� this criteria is an eval	
uation of the process that some piece of software un	
dergoes during development� and does not involve any
evaluation of the software itself� Therefore it is pos	
sible for a software	developing organization to �jump
through all of the right hoops� but still end	up with
a system having inadequate security� Models such as
the TCSEC and the Systems Security Engineering Ca	
pability Maturity Model �SSECMM� ��� all su�er from
this weakness � a weakness that comes as a result of
process versus product verication� AVA is not geared
toward any of TCSEC�s certication levels in particu	
lar� however� our metric could aid this process by em	
pirically substantiating that an implementation is as
sound as its design and specication�
A number of security tools that have automated the

process for tiger	team testing are currently available in
the public domain� Among these tools are the TAMU

�It is worth mentioning that some programs like and

could be construed as tiger�team approaches as well� Such

programs obviously present some sort of �standard� approach

that can be applied across systems� though our other complaints

regarding tiger team testing still apply to these programs�

system ����� COPS ���� Tripwire ����� ISS ����� SATAN
���� and Crack ����� The defensive security tools listed
above �as well as related tools that are on the market or
in the public domain� attempt to assess vulnerability
using the tiger team approach� These tools allow users
to attack a site through well	documented and common
security holes� One major disadvantage of using these
tools is that deciding exactly what the results of this
testing mean is a highly subjective undertaking�

In addition to the penetrate and patch method of
improving system security after systems have been
installed� there are two other security	defense mea	
sures that are widely implemented� rewalls and data	
communication encryption� Firewalls are gateway ma	
chines interposed between a local site �often a LAN�
and the larger network outside the site �e�g�� the In	
ternet�� Often� a user must rst log into the rewall
itself in order to access a machine on the other side of
the rewall� Firewalls serve to lter data packets based
on their source and destination addresses� While re	
walls are e�ective at thwarting some security attacks�
they provide almost no protection against problems in
higher	level protocol applications ���� Consider the fol	
lowing trivial� but illustrative� example� if the software
that a rewall uses is buggy� then vulnerabilities in the
rewall software can be exploited by potential intrud	
ers� Firewalls can also be powerless in preventing at	
tacks that aim to exploit vulnerabilities in applications
executing at a higher level than that of the network pro	
tocol stack� For example� bugs in sendmail once per	
mitted unauthorized remote users to execute programs
on local machines protected by rewalls by placing ac	
tual commands in mail headers ���� At the time� most
rewalls did not pay attention to mail headers since this

aw was not anticipated �mostly due to the fact that
the sendmail application executed at a higher layer
of protocol than most rewalls�� Even patching this

aw in sendmail does not solve the problem of intrud	
ers using other non	standard mail headers or exploiting
other application	layer program vulnerabilities�

Another example of rewall security vulnerability
was recently introduced along with the advent of Java
and its hooks in the Netscape web browser� Over the
past several months� many vulnerabilities in Sun Mi	
crosystems�s Java and Netscape�s JavaScript have been
reported ����� Although both Java and JavaScript were
developed with security concerns in mind� unantici	
pated security vulnerabilities have come to light� In
February of this year� three researchers from Prince	
ton discovered a way to exploit a Domain Name Server
�DNS� vulnerability through Java applets� More re	
cently� the same researchers discovered �but have not
released details about� a method for exploiting a vul	



nerability in Java that allows a malicious Java applet
from a remote site to generate and execute raw ma	
chine code on a victim�s local machine ���� JavaScript
security vulnerabilities have been employed to read a
user�s URL history list and transmit it to a remote site�
to read a user�s disk cache and send the information to
a Web server� to steal the e	mail address of a Web user
and forge an e	mail message with it� and to obtain a re	
cursive listing of local disk directories of a website� We
have little doubt that the importance of security assess	
ment in web	based software development will continue
to surge with the growth of the World Wide Web �����
Encryption is generally used to ensure condential	

ity in data communications and to authenticate a mes	
sage�s author� The primary drawback with relying
heavily on encryption algorithms is �as in the rewall
case� the strong possibility that the implementation of
the encryption algorithm will be 
awed� In a panel ses	
sion at the ���� National Information Systems Secu	
rity Conference �NISSC���� entitled� �Will Encryption
Keep Hackers Out��� the panelists agreed that encryp	
tion does nothing to solve the problem of buggy soft	
ware �among other problems� �����
The on	going work summarized in this paper tackles

the problem of assessing security from a completely dif	
ferent angle� Instead of trying to �break� existing soft	
ware that has already been installed and is currently
in use� our method is applied during the software de	
velopment phase before a program is released in order
to predict how strong a system would be if an attack
were to occur� Our approach rests on the �very rea	
sonable� premise that all software has errors� In the
case of security	related software� any such errors may
engender signicant security problems�
As Cheswick and Bellovin state ��� �page ���

� � � any program� no matter how innocuous it
seems� can harbor security holes� �Who would
have guessed that on some machines integer
divide exceptions could lead to system pen	
etrations�� We thus have a rm belief that
everything is guilty until proven innocent�

The realization that bugs in software can lead to
security intrusions is a prime motivation of our ap	
proach� In this sense� our approach is designed to nd
security	related bugs in software before the software is
put into use� The method by which security vulnera	
bilities are found is based on fault injection techniques
previously devised for use in analyzing software failure
tolerance ���� ���� Historically speaking� buggy soft	
ware is responsible for most security vulnerabilities� As
an example� consider that the Internet worm spread by
sending unexpected input to a buggy finger daemon

����� The worm was programmed to send some pro	
gram code to the daemon� The daemon program then
executed a gets call that did not specify the maximum
bu�er length� To exploit this weakness� the worm lled
the read bu�er until it overwrote the return address in
gets�s stack frame� As a result� when the call returned�
it branched to the address in the overwritten bu�er and
executed the code sent by the worm� We concur with
Cheswick and Bellovin who point out that the most ef	
fective safeguards in the Orange Book would have done
no good at all against this kind of attack ���� Unfortu	
nately� all of the good software	engineering processes
mandated by the Orange Book �and similar process	
oriented guidelines� are ine�ective against these sorts of
attacks� This is because even the most assiduously de	
veloped code will still have bugs that can be exploited
by malicious intruders� The Internet worm illustrates
a case where a single component failure can lead to
system	wide shutdowns in service� It also clearly illus	
trates the critical need for using unexpected or mali	
cious inputs to programs during program testing� Not
too surprisingly� many vulnerabilities are a direct result
of what happens when a program processes �garbage�
input that the program�s author never anticipated ����

As we have shown� the state	of	the	art in software
security assessment is lacking in three fundamental
ways� Firstly� there seem to be few �or possibly no�
metrics� Secondly� most methods in common use take
the �process versus product� approach� Thirdly� vul	
nerability assessment for the most part relies on post	
installation tiger	team testing of known vulnerabilities�
As we shall see� AVA addresses each of these three con	
cerns�

� AVA theoretical model

The software vulnerability metric that we propose is
based on observing the impact of incoming simulated
threats on an executing system� Adaptive Vulnerability
Analysis �AVA� is a dynamic software analysis algo	
rithm adapted from the extended propagation analysis
technique �EPA� used in assessing safety	critical soft	
ware ���� ��� ���� Threat simulation in AVA will be
accomplished through a combination of fault injection
and test case generation� Intrusion detection will be
accomplished using a predicate	based intrusion speci	
cation language�

��� To measure or not to measure

Some researchers in the software security assurance
community may oppose the introduction of a metric to



quantify software security� We believe� however� that
some way of measuring software security is required be	
fore programs with demonstrably better security can
be developed� Just as some in the security eld warn
against using metrics� there is a vocal group of re	
searchers in software engineering who crusade against
placing numbers on software quality� These researchers
hold that any such numbers either cannot be believed
or are inaccurate� It is our contention that the only
thing intrinsically wrong with numbers is that their
meaning is often over	sold� If we remain realistic about
the true worth of metrics� they provide an important
scientic tool� We contend that numbers are the only
way to assess anything meaningful about software qual	
ity� provided that any such numbers are used as rela�
tive measures of quality and not as absolute measures
of quality�

Many software professionals rely on the theory that
if the right processes are followed during development�
then a secure product will result� We have termed this
the �process versus product� problem� As we spelled
out above� we nd this exclusive emphasis on pro	
cess misleading and even dangerous� Nowhere is the
problem more evident than in the SSECMM ���� The
SSECMM comprises a set of development processes
that� in theory� should improve security� While good
software engineering processes may result in higher
quality software� it is our opinion that good processes
alone are not su�cient� Knight ���� warns of the com	
placency brought on by an overestimation of the impact
of employing standard software processes in develop	
ing safety	critical software� Our suggestion is to en	
hance the �process� approach with a good �product�
approach� This is entirely feasible since quantitative
product	based assurance and process	based assurance
can play complementary roles� Consider the fact that
the metric we are proposing could be used as a tool
to demonstrate whether a system developed according
to the SSECMM actually does decrease vulnerability
when compared with a system developed that does not
adhere to SSECMM� With metrics come the possibility
of objective comparisons of approaches�

In this paper we dene a vulnerability as a weak	
ness in a system that together with some exploitation
knowledge allows an intrusion to occur� Weaknesses in	
clude logic 
aws� coding bugs� particular input events�
and combinations of these events� We dene �level of
vulnerability� as the degree to which unauthorized ac	
cess is allowed in a system� For example� if access to in	
ner layers of an operating system is supposed to be pro	
tected from users without system authorization� and if
such users can frequently gain access� then the operat	
ing system will be classied as having a high level of

vulnerability�

We propose AVA as a concrete way to rate the vul	
nerability of a software system� Because it is an adap	
tive measure� the AVA vulnerability measuring tech	
nique can be specialized to assess di�erent kinds of
threats� The AVA environment can be tuned to better
assess a particular piece of software based on vulner	
abilities that similar pieces of software revealed in the
past� For example� if httpd programs have proven to
be particularly open to specic attacks� new versions
of httpd should be tested using such attacks� AVA
does not implement a traditional source code	based
static measure �such as cyclomatic complexity� Hal	
stead�s program volume� SLOC� etc� ������ Instead�
AVA measures how software behaves when it is forced
into anomalous situations� The method by which we
analyze how software behaves under malicious threats
is closely based on the extended propagation analysis
�EPA� algorithm described below� Our main objective
is to determine whether a piece of software has weak	
nesses that can be leveraged into security vulnerabili	
ties� Like its EPA ancestor� AVA measures a dynamic
characteristic of software�

��� Extended propagation analysis

In order to set the stage for a discussion of AVA�
we will rst describe the EPA algorithm� EPA was
designed and commercialized as a result of the urgent
needs of a customer base concerned with safety	critical
systems� The original EPA algorithm ���� has proven
successful in assessing software safety� EPA employs
fault injection and source	code instrumentation to eval	
uate a dynamic failure tolerance metric for software�
Software is dynamically analyzed over multiple runs to
assess its safety�

Under EPA� hazardous output conditions are speci	
ed through assertions of program variable states �e�g��
an assertion might state that if fa � � and b � ���g
then a safety violation is considered to have taken
place�� Security vulnerabilities are usually not quite
so simple� Hence� the assessment of software security
requires modication of the original EPA algorithms�
In addition� the original EPA methodology generally
considers a xed set of simulated infections �i�e�� fault
injections� regardless of the kind of application under
analysis� In terms of security assessment� this makes no
sense� Security assessment requires the ability to adapt
an analysis technique to a specic application� These
fundamental di�erences have forced us to rethink some
of the underlying assumptions behind the EPA algo	
rithm� resulting in a series of major modications and
additions being implemented in the security prototype



tool� We call the resulting new technology AVA to dis	
tinguish it from the original EPA�
Our e�orts to assess basic software failure tolerance

began in ���� with the EPA assessment paradigm�
EPA provides a prediction of the �level of failure toler	
ance� for anomalies such as incoming hardware failures
and programmer faults� Our metric reports a level of
failure tolerance as a numerical estimate between ���
and ���� where ��� represents complete failure toler	
ance and ��� indicates no failure tolerance� The EPA
metric is calculated for a program executing under a
specic input prole� As one step in the process� the
program under analysis is instrumented for fault injec	
tion and has hazardous condition assertions associated
with it� The instrumented code is then run multiple
times using an input prole� As a result of the metric�s
dependence on the input prole� when the input prole
changes� the measured failure tolerance will most likely
change as well�
In order to improve software�s failure tolerance�

there are two classes of �problems� that should be
protected against� software faults and hardware fail�
ures� In the past� the EPA failure tolerance assess	
ment method has been used to simulate both of these
fault classes � providing observations of the impact to
computations when a hardware sensor sends corrupt
data or when the software itself computes corrupted
intermediate data �with respect to its specication��
The EPA technique simulates fault classes by insert	
ing instrumentation into the code that forces changes
�termed �simulated infections�� into the state of the
program as it executes� A simulated infection is simply
a modied data value assigned to some variable or set
of variables during execution�� We have successfully
applied the EPA technique to many safety	critical ap	
plications� One such application involved measuring
the failure tolerance of a safety	critical medical appli	
cation� called the Magneto Stereotaxis System �MSS��
We will now summarize the results of applying EPA to
MSS in order to demonstrate EPA�s e�ectiveness�

����� Applying EPA to the MSS

MSS is an experimental device for performing human
neurosurgery that was being developed in a joint e�ort
between the Department of Physics at the University
of Virginia and the Department of Neurosurgery at the
University of Iowa� but to our knowledge no ongoing
development is occurring� The system was designed
to manipulate a small permanent metal seed that is

�Since true infections are incorrect program state values� our

injected infections are termed �simulated� since we cannot know

if our modi�cations in the state are forcing the program into an

incorrect or possibly correct state�

moved throughout the brain using an externally ap	
plied magnetic eld� By varying the magnitude and
gradient of the magnetic eld� the seed can be moved�
positioned at a site requiring therapy �e�g�� a tumor
location�� and used for ablation and�or cauterization
of the diseased tissue� The magnetic eld required to
move the seed is extraordinarily powerful� The eld is
produced by six superconducting magnets that are lo	
cated in a helmet that is placed on the patient�s head�
Dr� John Knight of UVA provided us with access to
the source code for a version of the control software for
the MSS� �Further information concerning the opera	
tion of the MSS is provided in a paper by Elder and
Knight ������

The EPA failure tolerance assessment technique was
applied to a portion of the MSS responsible for charg	
ing the coils in the helmet� Seed movement requests
from the surgeon are converted into coil commands
that charge or discharge the coils in order to create
a varying magnetic eld that will move the seed to
a specied location in the brain� The coil controller
code� which is written in C��� contains functions that
interface with the hardware by reading and setting coil
parameters� Several potential hazards were found to
exist if errors in the software routines are executed or
if hardware failures occur� For each of the hazards iden	
tied before EPA was applied� source code was instru	
mented to check for those hazardous conditions during
execution� As a part of the analysis� the source code
was instrumented with perturbation functions to cor	
rupt program variable states randomly during execu	
tion� The three potential hazards that were checked
for are summarized below�

Coil status fault� The status variable is used to de	
termine if the coil is operational or in a fault state�
If the coil subsystem detects an error during ex	
ecution��e�g�� an out	of	bounds parameter is set��
the status variable is set to fault� A hazard results
if the coil starts charging when the status variable
is in the fault state�

Current update limit� The coil is charged accord	
ing to a mathematical ramp model� When current
requests are made by the control program� the cur	
rent is increased or decreased to the target cur	
rent according to the ramp function� The goal of
the ramp function is to prevent large steps in cur	
rent� A hazard results if a step in current exceeds
���� amps� This hazard is checked during EPA
analysis�

Current Bounds� The current 
owing through the
coils at any point in time must always be in the



range of ������ to ����� amps� Current exceeding
these bounds can be hazardous for the patient�

The hazardous conditions described above were in	
strumented in the coil subsystem code as hazardous
assertions to be checked during EPA�s execution� Test
cases were generated and then supplied to a coil con	
trol driver program� The programwas executed over all
test cases and analyzed using the EPA algorithm� The
failure tolerance results from this analysis are shown in
Table ��

Hazard Failure tolerance score

Coil Status �����
Current Update �����
Current Bounds �����

Table �� MSS Simulation Results

The results from these simulations show the percent	
age of simulations that did not violate the particular
hazard condition asserted during execution� This met	
ric is the software�s failure tolerance� For safety	critical
applications� the magnitude of the results are not as im	
portant as the existence of violations of the hazardous
conditions� Thorough examination of the simulation
results and causes can improve the failure tolerance of
the code� For example� the maximum current step is
checked each time the current is updated according to
the ramp model� However� this function calls another
function that sends the target current to a hardware
device� Perturbations in the called function resulted in
the maximum current bound being exceeded� The les	
son learned is that the maximum current bound should
be checked in the called function just prior to sending
the target current to the hardware device� Further	
more� the actual current on the coil should be read
after it is sent to the hardware device and compared
against the sent target current to conrm correct op	
eration�

Simulated infections of the type we used in MSS
have provided a plausible and relatively inexpensive
means for measuring software failure tolerance� soft	
ware safety� and software testability �all of which are
desirable attributes for software�� In order to success	
fully employ simulated infections to the task of an	
alyzing software vulnerability� we will require a way
to simulate combinations of both code defects and
specically	targeted input sequences� In addition� the
notion of a vulnerability must be made concrete enough
so that intrusion detection is possible�

��� Moving from EPA to AVA

EPA�s success as a safety	assurance technique sug	
gests its application to other closely	related elds� One
such eld where dynamic assurance methods and met	
rics are sorely lacking is software security� A natural
question that follows is� how might EPA be adapted for
use in security assurance	 This question motivated
our original research proposal� Basically� adapting the
standard EPA methodology into a security assurance
tool requires three major activities� �� strengthening
the ability to simulate code weaknesses through fault
injection� �� implementing automatic test case genera	
tion� and �� creating a language for specifying intrusion
predicates� We call the resulting methodology Adap	
tive Vulnerability Analysis� Next we describe each
component of AVA in turn�

����� Simulating code weaknesses

Step one in adapting EPA to AVA is enhancing EPA�s
primitive means for simulating code weaknesses �
aws�
via fault	injection mechanisms� EPA employs �pertur	
bation functions� that force simulated infections into
program states� AVA will likewise use these constructs�
Perturbation functions are the source	instrumentation
mechanisms used to inject simulated anomalies such
as logic faults� hardware failures� or threats� Such in	
fections are equivalent to program states of the sort
caused by syntactic code mutations� Besides making
use of perturbation functions� we will also occasion	
ally employ syntactic strong mutation ���� to simulate
classes of code weaknesses for which it is especially di�	
cult to derive a perturbation function� Such weaknesses
include�

� out	of	sequence events�

� event failures�

� deadlocking� and

� incorrect events�

To ensure that our technique will have the capacity
to simulate defects that might have security implica	
tions� we have analyzed those vulnerabilities archived
at CERT �as well as those discussed in ��� and ����� A
concrete example of the theory and the implementation
of fault	injection�based simulation techniques is pro	
vided by the perturbation function� flipBit� flipBit
allows a user to 
ip any memory bit that the program
has access to� from � to �� or vice	versa�



Fault injection with �ipBit

The rst argument to function flipBit is the origi	
nal variable or program state that we wish to corrupt�
The second argument is the bit to be 
ipped �we as	
sume little	endian notation�� The function flipBit

can be written in C as shown below and then linked
with the executable� NOTE� The � represents the
XOR operation in C and the �� operator represents a
SHIFT�LEFT of y positions�

void flipBit�int �var� int y�

�

�var � �var � �	 �� y��


�

flipBit can be used to model various kinds of program
state corruptions� including�

� all bits high�

� all bits low�

� random bit patterns�

� o�	by	one� and

� n random bits 
ipped� �n � ���

In summary� the corruptions generated by flipBit
simulate programmer 
aws� human factor errors� de	
sign 
aws� and corruptions coming in to a component
from external sources� flipBit provides the lowest	
level atomic operator possible to corrupt digital infor	
mation�

����� Test case generation

In order to exploit code weaknesses� a means for den	
ing expected input proles as well as unusual input
sequences is necessary� Input sequences come in many
variations� We denote the set of all inputs to a system
by  � In the vulnerability analysis algorithm to follow�
the user will dene either a le of input sequences or
a distribution of input values� We dene Q to repre	
sent the normal operational prole of inputs that some
system is expected to receive and !Q to represent the
inverse operational prole�
Realize that during testing according to some distri	

bution Q� the majority of the test cases that are chosen
at random from this subset of  is made up of cases
that are the most likely to be selected� This is true
even if testing an enormous number of times� As more
and more samples are picked according to the assumed
operational prole and run� the potential for repeating
particular test cases �or at least running test cases that
do not exercise any novel functionality or forge new

paths� becomes greater� Running more and more test
cases according to the same distribution does improve
the chances of selecting an �infrequent test case� �from
an area of the input space which we term the �ultra	
rare� region�� but only slightly� In some cases �e�g�� if
the distribution has a small variance�� selecting mem	
bers of the ultra	rare region� !Q� may require sampling
an intractable number of test cases� When an opera	
tional prole is inverted in order to sample �rare� test
cases� the �rareness� of these cases stems solely from
the infrequency with which they are sampled during
operational use� This does not mean that such cases
are necessarily a small subset of  � In fact� it is pos	
sible that the �rare� test cases represent a substantial
portion of  �

Sampling from the input space rarely used in prac	
tical operation may prove to be useful for detecting se	
curity vulnerabilities� That is� processing unexpected�
rarely used but legal inputs may result in a program
state that compromises the security of the system�
These ideas suggest that it will be meaningful in this
e�ort to combine the �modied	for	security�EPA al	
gorithm with test cases that represent the ultra	rare
region of an input space� Such inputs� when employed�
will help predict how secure the software will be during
unusual operational events� When the software does
not perform securely during experiments with unusual
inputs� chances are that it will not perform securely if
unusual events occur after deployment� Likewise� if the
software does behave securely� this suggests that the
software may be su�ciently hardened against anoma	
lous events and threats� Such indicators are not guar	
antees of future secure behavior of the code� but they
clearly suggest that such behavior will occur�

Note that there are certain operational distributions
that when inverted produce the original distribution�
Hence this idea of inverting a distribution will only be
applicable to test distributions with spikes �i�e�� large
variance in the probabilities�� For brevity� we will not
describe the formulae and algorithms for actually doing
the inversion �see ���� �����

����� Specifying intrusions using predicates

The third major requirement for our security assurance
tool is a clear denition of what kinds of events rep	
resent security breaches� Security intrusions are the
events that our tool must detect� A security intrusion
can include� unauthorized read access� unauthorized
write access� denial of service to the system under at	
tack� and so on� The vulnerability assessment tool will
simulate threats by injecting faults into an executing
program and then asking the question� has a particu�



lar type of intrusion occurred	 Intrusions will be de	
ned via logical predicates using a predicate speci	
cation language that is powerful enough to specify a
range of di�erent intrusions�
We envision the development of a predicate spec	

ication language having C	like syntax� We plan to
incorporate the ability to call perl scripts using the
predicate language in order to write sophisticated de	
tection lters� We intend to provide some �default�
sets of predicates for use in common situations� As
pointed out above� intrusion detection predicates are
context sensitive and will need to be specialized for
use with certain kinds of programs�
We call the predicate expression that will permit

specication of a security intrusion for a particular
application� PRED� In analyzing an ftp daemon
program� PRED may specify� for example� that user
anonymous is not allowed to own any les or directo	
ries within the ftp le partition� Depending on the
layer of the protocol stack at which the program under
attack operates� the intrusion classes will vary� At the
application layer� having a program create a shell with
SUID may constitute an intrusion� while at the oper	
ating system kernel layer� creating root shells will most
likely be acceptable�
Care is required in the denition of intrusions� The

more ambiguous the description� the more potentially
insecure events will be marked� The more specic the
description� the fewer potentially vulnerable events will
be generated and the more precise our ability to local	
ize regions of vulnerability will be� These two charac	
teristics of intrusion descriptions are not necessarily at
odds� but both should be considered in the develop	
ment of PRED�

��� The AVA algorithm

Based on the modeling of weaknesses� inputs� and
intrusions� the following algorithm determines the pro	
portion of intrusions that occur as a result of injecting
a program with simulated threats� The number result	
ing from this algorithm can be used to calculate the
AVA security metrics discussed below�
Let P denote our program� x denote a program in	

put value� Q denote the normal usage probability dis	
tribution of  � !Q denote the inverse usage probability
distribution� and l denote a program location in P �

Algorithm ��

�� For each location l in P that is appro	
priate� perform Steps ����

�� Set count to ��

�� Randomly select an input x or input se	
quence from Q or !Q� and if P halts on x
in a xed period of time� nd the corre	
sponding data state created by x imme	
diately after the execution of l� Call this
data state Z �

�� Alter the sampled value of variable a

found in Z creating "Z � and execute the
succeeding code on "Z � The manner by
which a is altered will be representative
of the threat class from T that is desired�

�� If the output from P satises PRED�
increment count�

�� Repeat steps ��� n times� where n is the
number of input test cases�

�� Divide count by n yielding #�alPQ� a
vulnerability assessment� for each line l�
This means that �� #�alPQ is the security
assessment that was observed� given P �
Q� and T �

We will now dissect this algorithm and explain what it
is doing and why�
The rst two steps of the algorithm are basic� AVA

is a source	code based methodology� meaning that in	
strumentation is placed between particular statements
�which we call �locations� in the code�� Either an au	
tomated system that implements the algorithm �if it
is intelligent enough� or the user must tell the system
which locations are relevant for fault	injection� Thus�
the rst step is to localize where injection is to occur�
Next� a counter is initialized to zero� since we wish to
observe how many security intrusions occur due to the
simulated threats that the prototype attempted for a
particular location l�
Unlike most software metrics currently in use� our

AVA software assessment measure is not looking at
software structure� but rather at software behavior�
Hence the algorithm selects test cases upon which the
program will run� since we will need to run the software
in order to statistically quantify its behavior� This
sampling of inputs is performed in Step �� The in	
puts can come from di�erent testing schemes that are
more likely to trigger a successful intrusion� rare events
�with respect to the operational prole�� known input
sequences that are unusual or likely to be threatening�
totally random inputs� or even the operational prole
of the system� The fourth step performs the actual
program state corruption or syntactic mutation of the
code �i�e�� it is the fault injection step�� Once the fault
that is injected by Step � is executed during the analy	
sis phase� the program has been �tripped	up� in some



way� Step � then determines if the problem forced dur	
ing Step � causes the program to produce an output
event that satises our denition of what constitutes
a security violation� If so� the counter is bumped by
one� In order to provide a statistical estimate of vul	
nerability� Steps �� �� and � are repeated �Step ��� This
estimate is calculated in Step ��
For the metric that we are building� the class of

all potential threats is innite� Clearly� Algorithm �
cannot simulate all members of the set� Furthermore�
for any particular P � it is likely that most members of
T are irrelevant� For these reasons� our prototype tool
has two di�erent means for dening the members of T
that are relevant�

�� default perturbation functions� and

�� a perturbation function template that will allow
the user to dene the idiosyncrasies of specialized
threats that are only relevant to P � This tem	
plate will be tuned to specic input signals� source	
code�based defect classes� and timing�

As shown above� our approach requires that the im	
plementation has certain default threat classes built
into it� as well as a capability for the user to dene
application	specic threat classes� Without this capa	
bility� commercial prospects for the tool would be poor�
Because the class of potential� future threats is un	

known� any set of default threat classes may not ad	
equately re
ect how future threats will a�ect internal
program states� In addition� the user of the pertur	
bation function template may not have the foresight
to envision certain classes of threats� To address this
weakness in the technique� our prototype will have a
set of default perturbation functions that do not nec	
essarily simulate threats� but simulate random corrup	
tions in the state of the executing program� These
random corruptions will be forced into the software af	
ter which program behavior will be analyzed to see
whether PRED is ever satised�
Since future threats may be so novel that they are

unknown� we will simulate as many anomalous events
as possible� It is plausible that some of the future
threats will have signatures on the states that are at
least similar to the random corruptions that we em	
ploy� We recognize the theoretical weakness of this ar	
gument� but we know of at least one anecdotal example
of where EPA was employed without any application	
specic perturbation functions� and was still able to
nd many weaknesses in a safety	critical system even
though only random state corruptions were employed
����� That is� the perturbation function template was
not employed �to our knowledge�� yet the EPA algo	
rithm� when only random corruptions were used� found

dozens of locations in the software where potential haz	
ards could have originated� This information allowed
the developers to add appropriate cleansing assertions
to the code in order to ensure that certain classes of
corruption were never allowed in the program states�
Although these classes of corruptions were random�
when the programmers sat down and analyzed the re	
sults� they realized that these were events that were so
undesirable that even though they did not know the
chances of such state corruptions actually occurring in
the future� they decided to take the corrective actions
to avert potential future disasters anyway�

A recent� signicant research nding in support of
software fault	injection showed that the behavior of
simple� �simulated� faults nicely mirrors the behav	
ior of actual� complex fault classes ����� Although this
study employed student programs� it was a highly con	
trolled experiment that was in no way biased in fa	
vor of the ndings that it revealed� For years� many
researchers in the formal methods community have
expressed skepticism regarding the utility of fault	
injection methods� Their arguments cited a lack of
real evidence that simulated faults behaved in a similar
manner to real faults� It is our contention that software
fault	injection is one of the most under	utilized tech	
nologies in software assessment today� We expect that
once AVA is implemented and has been shown to work
on systems such as the httpd daemon and similar util	
ities� we will have similar empirical results to report�
Results from using EPA support this claim �����

��� Global security metrics from AVA

Our measure of information system security is not
an absolute metric� such as mean	time	to	failure� In	
stead� it is a relative metric that allows a user to com	
pare di�erent versions of the same system� or to com	
pare di�erent �but similar� systems that have the same
purpose� It is clear that particular classes of threats
may be extremely powerful when applied to system A�
yet impotent when applied to system B� Obviously if
A fails to survive some given threat� yet B can survive
the threat �only because the chosen class of threat is
inherently impotent against B�� then we cannot neces	
sarily say that B is more secure than A� However� for
two di�erent systems that are susceptible to the ex	
act same set of threats� it will clearly be possible to
compare their relative strengths�

Our metric� minimum�time�to�intrusion �MinTTI��
is based on the information produced by Algorithm
�� Two notes here� ��� the metric can be formalized
for any unit of time that is desired� ��� the larger the
assessed value� the more secure we predict the system
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will be�
Mean�time�to�intrusion �MTTI� is dened as the av	

erage time interval before an intrusion will occur based
on three things� input cases in Q �and its inverse�� the
classes of fault injections that are used� and the classes
of intrusions dened in PRED� The minimum�time�
to�intrusion �MinTTI� is the shortest predicted period
of time before any intrusion dened in PRED will oc	
cur� Note that in the equations below the execution
probability #�lPQ of location l of program P is simply the
probability that a randomly selected input x selected
according toQ will execute location l� We dene MTTI
next according to the vulnerability assessment metric
calculated in Algorithm � and the execution probabil	
ity #�lPQ�

MTTI �

�

PM

l���
#�alPQ � #�lPQ� � �

program executions
unit of time

�

M
��� ���

where M is the number of locations where AVA was
applied� Our equation for MinTTI follows�

MinTTI �

�max
l
� #�alPQ �#�lPQ���

number of program executions

unit of time
����

���

The MinTTI measure is based on the location in
the code that demonstrated the greatest weakness �i�e��
the location�s� that satised PRED the most often��
#�alPQ does not account for the frequency with which
any particular location is executed according to Q� and
so we must account for the frequency with which l is
reached in our calculation� which is given by #�lPQ�

We have described the theoretical framework on
which we are basing our innovation� This framework
has included a discussion of AVA�s predecessor� EPA�
the components of AVA� the AVA algorithm� and a rel	
ative metric for comparing relative security assessment
measures� Such assessments can be used to compare
the security of di�erent systems� the security of di�er	
ent versions of the same system� or the security of the
same system under di�erent operational conditions�

� The AVA prototype tool

Currently� we are building a prototype tool that im	
plements the AVA methodology for assessing security
of information systems� A design overview of the AVA
prototype tool is shown in Figure �� The AVA proto	
type tool executes an instrumented program P with in	
puts from the normal operating condition distribution�



or the inverse operating condition distribution� Faults
�i�e�� simulated threats� are injected into the program
source code during execution� Algorithm � is used in
conjunction with the dened intrusions in order to de	
termine where vulnerabilities are most likely to exist�
Using the information recorded during runs with simu	
lated threat injections together with a set of denitions
for intrusions in the predicate language� the global se	
curity metrics for P are calculated and recorded�
The AVA prototype tool will be used to estimate the

vulnerability of C�C�� programs with respect to sim	
ulated attacks that cause predicate	detectable intru	
sions in the output of the program under attack� The
prototype tool will work by instrumenting the source
code of the program under attack such that each time P
executes� attacks are simulated using default and user	
dened perturbation threats� As the program executes�
Algorithm � is evaluated and the resulting #�alPQ data
for instrumented source code lines are used to calculate
the global security metrics�

� Conclusions

Our security research project began as an attempt
to modify a successful failure	tolerance assessment tool�
EPA� to work in the security domain� RST�s safety
tool is currently one of the most sophisticated software
fault	injection tools in the marketplace� However� it
was designed to simulate code defects and hardware
failures� not security threats� In order to create a tool
that can simulate security threat classes we are forced
to develop a more robust� adaptive fault	injection ca	
pability� As a result� we are developing a new tool�
AVA� that is capable of simulating anomalous events
representing combinations of input sequences and code
weaknesses� An alpha	release AVA tool with these ca	
pabilities is scheduled for limited distribution in the
Fall of �����
AVA is not a foolproof assurance metric� We do not

believe that any security metric will ever be compre	
hensive� However� AVA� if it proves successful once im	
plemented and benchmarked� will provide a paradigm
shift in approaches to software security research� Pre	
vious security measures have focused more on manual
e�ort and human judgment� By contrast� AVA concen	
trates software experimentation and computer power
on the problem of assessing security�
AVA has several clear advantages over other ap	

proaches to software security�

�� It can be continually modied to simulate addi	
tional classes of threats� Once the algorithms
are implemented as described above� new threat

classes can be quickly linked into the system with	
out disturbing the processing of old threats�

�� It can be customized �by the user� for application	
specic classes of intrusions without requiring any
changes in changing the assessment measures�

�� It measures dynamic information �as opposed to a
static information� in order to determine behavior�

�� It can provide information from which to develop
improved design	for	security heuristics�

�� It yields reproducible results � meaning that the
same analysis parameters will produce the same
results at a later time� Tiger team testing is too
subjective to be considered reproducible in this
way�

�� It can be used in conjunction with tiger team pen	
etration testing and other established techniques
to better assess software security�

The disadvantages of AVA are�

�� It is based on fault injection models� and thus any
results are given only with respect to those threat
classes being simulated� A new threat class� un	
seen before� with a lesser MinTTI that any previ	
ous threat� will result in an over	estimated level of
condence in security provided by our metric�

�� It requires that what constitutes a reasonable or
unreasonable output event be clearly dened� This
can be di�cult for complex systems such as an
operating systems� thus requiring an expert user�

�� The technique is applied late in the development
life	cycle�

�� The technique could be used against a system be	
ing analyzed if certain internal information that
exists during the execution of Algorithm � is re	
vealed to potential attackers��

In summary� we have provided an overview of the
key issues that we have faced during the transforma	
tion of a software failure	tolerance assessment tech	
nique into a security assurance technique� Our method	
ology can isolate regions within the source code where
further scrutiny should be applied� We believe that

�Although AVA is designed to produce a numerical prediction

of MinTTI� to do so requires that it evaluate the source code on

a region�by�region basis to determine where the weak regions

are� This information reveals where o�ensive threats are most

likely to succeed� This �disadvantage� could be seen instead as

an opportunity for developing o�ensive capabilities�



our novel approach to software security will shift at	
tention towards the root causes of information system
vulnerability �including programming errors�� and thus
stimulate a greater interest in secure system design and
security assessment�
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